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ABSTRACT  
  
In this study, I have tried to identify the knitting fault during the inspection. First, a detailed 

introduction is given about the knitting industry in Bangladesh in the literature review of what 

other people think or write about knitting defects are given. In the end, I have given data that I was 

collect from Green life Knit composite ltd. In the thesis report for fabric inspection standard 

inspection system four-point is used. First of all I analyze the three different fabric S/J, Fleece, and 

Rib fabric faults in four-point system then separate the different fabric fault with their frequency 

and level of intensity.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  
  

1.1 Background of the Project  
  

Knitting is most important industrial sector in Bangladesh. Among the other RMG sector knitting 

alone contribute 60% of total RMG export in Bangladesh. According to the report of BGMEA in 

2022 total knit export grew 15.61% then last year. In July to November 2022 Bangladesh exports 

22 billion worth of knit garments around the world. Exporting knit garments quality maintain is 

one of the most important things in this sector because export mean quality. Because of growing 

awareness of quality among people now a days customer want to get quality product. For this 

reason it need to delivery quality product to the buyer. knitting mills have to produce higher quality 

fabric to meet the quality standard set by the buyer. Fault detection during production of knitted 

fabric with circular knitting machine is important for improving quality and productivity. Any 

variation in knitting process need to be investigate and corrected. The high quality assurance can 

be guaranted by incorporating high quality standard. Product quality can be improved, and defect 

cost minimized, by monitoring of the circular knitting process.   

Find out the knitting fault and cusses of the fault knit fabric have to be inspect before going to next 

process. There are several standard way to conduct knit fabric inspection.  Human inspection by 

using knitted fabric inspection machines remains today the most used way to classify faults after 

knitting and after finishing. Mainly faults are classified by type and by frequency in the inspected 

knitted roll. Fabric quality totally depend on fault level set by knitter or the minimum number of 

fault to make the fabric qualityful. Standard fabric inspection method is applied for helping knitter 

to objectify the fault.  

1.2 Objective of the Study  
  

• To described different type of knit fabric fault during knitting production.  

• To analyze root causes of fabric fault and their remedies.  

• To compare different type of knit fabric with their fault number and frequency.  
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1.3 Significance of the study  
            

1. As a normal people this project will help you to understand different knit 

fabric fault which frequently occurred in garments.  

2. As a student you can use this knowledge to your future project.  

3. As a expert of knit industry this project will help you understand the 

importance of knit fabric quality.  

4. In industry level this project help them to understand the importance of 

standard inspection method for eliminating fabric fault and improve quality.  

  

1.4 Limitation and challenges of this project  

  
The industry where I had completed my 3month long internship was to much big or a 

reputed industry most of the things were unorganized and people who were working 

was not much friendly enough to me. In such tough condition to collect data from this 

industry was not a easy task but despite all the problem I have manage to collect data 

to complete this thesis pro  
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2. Literature Review  
  

  2.1 Knitting    
  

Knitting is a process of using long needles to interlink or knot a series of loops made by one 

continuous thread. Each loop or knot connects to another one, and when enough loops have been 

made, the result is a flat piece of material called a textile.  

2.2 Process flow chart of knitting  
  

Yarn in package form spinning  

  

Place the package yarn in the yarn  

  

Feeding the yarn by creel  

  

Set the machine as per design & GSM  

  

Knitting  

  

Withdraw the roll fabric and weighing  

  

Roll marking  
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Inspection  

  

Numbering  

  

  

2.3 Different Knitting fault and their Remedies  
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2.3.1 Hole  

 

Drop Stitches or Holes are randomly appearing small or big holes of the, same or different size, 

which appear as defects, in the Knitted fabrics  

Causes:  

              1.High yarn tension  

2. Yarn overfeed or underfeed  

3. Fabric high take-down tension  

4. Incorrect gap between dial and cylinder ring Remedies:  1. Ensure uniform tension of yarn in 

all feeder  

2. Carefully regulate yarn feed.  

3. Gap between the dial and cylinder should be adjusted correctly  

  

2.3.2 Needle or Sinker Mark  
  

 
Causes   
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1. During needle breakdown needle mark comes along with the fabric  

2. If the sinker or needle then sinker mark the comeon fabric  

  

Remedies:  

1. Remove the broken needle immediately   

2. after the needle broke.  

3. Bend sinker or needle should be changed  

  

2.3.3 Oil Spot  
  

 

  

  

Causes:   

Oil licking during production  

  

  

Remedies:   

1. Make sure oil can’t lick and doesn’t pass on the fabric  

2. Maintain the machine oiling system properly  

  

2.3.4 Pin Hole  
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Causes:  

Due to the latch needle breakdown hole in the fabric.  

Remedies:  Change the 

latch needle  

2.3.5 Foreign Fiber  
  

Causes  

  

  

  

Causes:   

1.Yarn contain foreign fiber  

2. Because of lot and count mixing  

Remedies:   
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1.Try to avoid lot and count mixing  

2. Fault less spinning  

  

2.3.6 Patta  

 
  
  

Causes:   
  
1.Yarn Count variation 2. 

Yarn tension variation  

Remedies:   

Proper yarn count and tension should be maintained  

  

2.3.7 Lycra Out  
  

Causes:   

Breakage of Lycra yarn and uneven tension of Lycra yarn  

Remedies:  

To maintain Uniform tension  
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2.3.8 SetOff  
  

  

  

Causes:   

when some of needle on circular knitting machine fail to function and fabric either fail off the 

machine or design disrupted or destroyed completely.  

Remedies:  

1. Needle detector should work perfectly during production so that detector can detect broken 

needle.  

2. Proper yarn tension should be maintained on all the feeder  

  

  
  

2.4 Fabric Quality Inspection  
  

 In apparel industry inspection defined as the visual examination or review of fabric or 

accessories. It is one of the important section of garments where avoid reject and passing 

quality product in next process. The quality of final garments depend on the quality of final 

fabric when it is received as a roll. There are several standard quality inspection method to 

determined the roll fabric quality. Normally we inspect 10% of roll we receive and evaluate 

them with different point system. This way we can avoid fabric related quality problem 

before put it into production.  

Currently 4 types of standard inspection system exist in the industry  
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1. 4- point system   

2. 10point system   

3. Graniteville “78” system  

4. Dallas system.   

But among all of them Four point system is widely use in garments industry for quality 

inspection  

  

2.5 Four Point System  
  

The 4-point system, also called the American Apparel Manufacturers (AAMA) 

point grading system for determining fabric quality, is widely used by producers of 

apparel fabrics and is endorsed by the AAMA as well as the ASQC (American 

Society or Quality Control).The 4-point system assigns 1, 2, 3 and 4 penalty points 

according to the size and significance of the defect. No more than 4 penalty points 

can be assigned for any single defect. Defect can be in either length or width 

direction, the system remains the same. Only major defects are considered. No 

penalty points are assigned to minor defects.  

In this system, one should inspect at least 10 per cent of the total rolls in the 

shipment and make sure to select at least one roll of each color way. Fabric defects 

are assigned points based on the following  
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Total defect points / 100 square yards of fabric are calculated and the acceptance 

criteria are generally not more than 31-penalty points. Fabric rolls containing 

more than 31-points are considered as rejected.  

  

2.6 The formula to calculate points per 100 square yards  
  

 

2.7 General Inspection Procedure  
  

1. Fabric inspection have to done in safe and proper lighting condition.  

2. Roll fabric have to lying on the inspection table at 45-60 angle.  

3. Fabric speed in inspection table must be within the limit of 15 yard per minute  

4. Inspection table lighting with Cool White light 2 F96 fluorescent bulbs.  
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5. All defect must be marked with marker pen.  

6. Fabric width must be checked.  

7. No penalty point for minor defect. only major defect are considered.  

8. Penalty point not more than 4 in 1 yard of fabric inspection.  

2.8 Example  
  

Total Linear points = 28   

Total Length of the roll = 105 yards   

Width of the roll = 90 inches  

Calculation = Total Point Scored in the roll × 3600 ÷ Fabric width in      

inch × Total Yard Inspected 

                              = 28 × 3600 ÷ 90 × 105   

= 10.667%  

Result: Fabric is acceptable and Fabric grade is “A”  
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3 DATA COLLECTION  
  
Fabric have been inspected in the factory with the help of some worker then Inspect 

the collected data of different fabric and analyze the fabric with their fault variation, 

rejection and frequency of fault. Our industry usage 4-point system so that collected 

data based on standard 4-point system of fabric inspection.  

Collected fabric inspected data are given below  

3.1 Inspection Report of Mini Loop Fleece Fabric  
  

Inspection Report no: 1  

  

 

            Fig: 1 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of Mini Loop Fleece Fabric  
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In this report total 618 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 5 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below  

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 2.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 10.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 25.  

Number of Yarn contamination found in total roll of fabric are 30.  

   Inspection Report no:-2  

 

         Fig: 2 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of Mini Loop Fleece(Brush) Fabric  
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In this report total 995 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 3 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 11.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 25.  

Number of Yarn contamination found in total roll of fabric are 33.  

Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 8.  

Number of Hole in total roll of fabric are 1  
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Inspection Report No:-3  

  

 

      Fig: 3 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of Mini Loop Fleece Fabric  

In this report total 613 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 3 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 2.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 5.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 23.  

Number of Yarn contamination found in total roll of fabric are 26.  

Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 2.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 2.  
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Inspection Report No:-4  

  

 

      Fig: 4 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of Mini Loop Fleece(Brush) Fabric  

In this report total 450 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 2.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 4.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 14.  

Number of Yarn contamination found in total roll of fabric are 14.  

Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 2.  
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Number of Lycra-Out found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

 Inspection Report No:- 5  

  

 

      Fig: 5 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of Mini Loop Fleece(Brush) Fabric  

In this report total 370 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   
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Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 2.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 4.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 8.  

Number of Yarn contamination found in total roll of fabric are 10.  

Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 2.  

3.2 Inspection Report of S/J Fabric   
  

Inspection Report No:-1  

  

 

      Fig: 1 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of S/J Fabric  
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In this report total 903 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 5.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 8.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 17.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 29.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 4.  

 Inspection Report No:- 2  

      

 

  Fig: 2 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of S/J Fabric  
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In this report total 459 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 1 shift. Where different fault 

found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 5.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 4.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 11.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 19.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

Number of Lycra-Out found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

Inspection Report No:- 3  

  

 

        Fig: 3 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of S/J Fabric  
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In this report total 648Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 7.  

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 13.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 20.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 3.  
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Inspection Report No:-4  

  

 

      Fig: 4 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of S/J Fabric  

In this report total 1406 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 4 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 32. Number of Yarn 

Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 33  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 15.  

Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 3.  
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Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 6.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

Inspection Report No:- 5  

  

      Fig: 5 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of S/J Fabric  

In this report total 1504 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 4 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 31.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 39.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 15.  
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Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 6.  

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 4.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 5.  

3.3 Inspection Report of Rib Fabric  
  

Inspection Report No:-1  

  

 Fig: 1 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of RIB Fabric  

In this report total 584 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 20.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 23.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 11.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 4.  
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 Inspection Report No:-2  

  

 

      Fig: 2 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of RIB Fabric  

In this report total 621 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 3 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 19.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 21.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

                  Number of Slub found in total roll of fabric are 1.  
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Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 7.  

Number of Lycra-Out found in total roll of fabric is 1  

Inspection Report No:-3   

 

    

Fig: 3 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of RIB Fabric   

In this report total 329 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 10.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 12.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 2.  
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 Inspection Report No:-4  

  

 

Fig: 4 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of RIB Fabric  

In this report total 537 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 14.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 14.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 7.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

Number of Loop found in total roll of fabric are 1.  
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Number of Patta found in total roll of fabric are 4.  

Number of Needle Line found in total roll of fabric are 1.  

 Inspection Report No:-5  

  

 

Fig: 5 Show the Scanned Inspection Report of RIB Fabric  

In this report total 212 Yard length of fabric have been inspected in 2 different shift. Where 

different fault found during inspection Number of fault found during inspection are given below   

Number of Oil/Black Spot found in total roll of fabric are 5.  

Number of Yarn Contamination found in total roll of fabric are 6.  

Number of Hole found in total roll of fabric are 3.  

Number of Set-Up found in total roll of fabric are 1.  
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4 Discussion of Result  
  

4.1 For Mini Loop Fleece Fabric   
  

 

  

 

                 Diagram 4.1: Pie Chart diagram of Mini Loop Fleece Fabric   

Slub 
5 % 

Yarn Contara 
42 % 

Hole 
1 % 

Loop 
4 % 

Oil/Black Spot 
35 % 

Set-Up 
13 % 

MINI LOOP FLEECE FABRIC 
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From above chart we can see the overall fault % of Mini Loop Fleece Fabric. Where Yarn 

contamination is 42%, Oil/Black spot is 35%, Loop, Setup, Hole, Slub fault % is 4%, 13%, 1%, 

5% respectively. In Mini Loop fleece fabric inspection its found that Yarn contamination is one 

of the major fault that frequiently found during inspection.   

Causes of Yarn Contamination are:-  

1.If yarn contain foreign fiber and it remains in the fabric after finishing  

2. If lot and Count mixing occurs  

  

4.2 For Single Jersey Fabric    
  

Table 2: Fault of S/J Fabric  

Inspection 

No  

Total  

Length 

in Yard  

Number 

of Slub  

Number of Yarn 

Contamination  

Number 

of Hole  

Number 

of Loop  

Number of  

Oil/Black 

Spot  

Number 

of Set-Up  

Lycra-  

  

 Out  

1  903    29  4         5  17  8    

2  459  1          19  3  5  11  4  1  

3  648    20  3  7  13  5    

4  1406  3  33  15  6  32  3    

5  1504  6  39  15  4         31  5    

Total Point  4920  10  140  40  27  104  25  1  

Point%=  

(Fault/Total  

Fault)*100  

  3%  41%  12%  8%  30%    7%  0.28%  
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   Diagram 4.2: Pie Chart diagram of S/J Fabric   

From above chart we can see the overall fault % of S/J Fabric. Where Yarn contamination is 41%, 

Oil/Black spot is 30%, Loop, Setup, Hole, Slub fault % are  8%, 7%, 12%, 2% respectively and 

the Lycra-Out is 1%.  In S/J fabric inspection its found that Yarn contamination is one of the major 

fault that frequiently found during inspection after yarn contamination Oil/Black Spot is second 

highest fabric fault of S/J fabric inspection.  

Causes of Oil/Black Spot are:-  

1. Oil licking during production  

2. Careless material handling 

4.3 For Rib Fabric  
  

Table 2: Fault of Rib Fabric  

   

Inspection 

No  

Total  

Length 

in  

Yard  

Number 

of Slub  

Number of  

Yarn  

Contamination  

Number 

of Hole  

Number 

of Loop  

Number 

of  

Oil/Black 

Spot  

Number  

of Set- 

Up  

Lycra-  

  

 Out  

Patta  Needle 

Line  

1  584    23  11           20  4        

2  621  1          21  1  7  19  3  1      

3  329    12  3  2  10  1        

4  537    14  7  1  14  3    4  1  

5  212    6  3           5  1        

Total Point  2283  1  76  25  10  68  12  1  4  1  

Slub 
% 2 

Yarn Contara 
41 % 

Hole 
% 12 

Loop 
% 8 

Oil/Black Spot 
30 % 

Set-Up 
7 % Lyctra-Out 
0 % 

S/J FABRIC 

Slub Yarn Contara Hole Loop Oil/Black Spot Set-Up Lyctra-Out 
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Point%=  

(Fault/Total  

Fault)*100  

  .5%  39%  13%  5%  35%  6%  0.5%  2%  .5%  

    

   

 

Diagram 4.3: Pie Chart diagram of Rib Fabric  

  

From above chart we can see the overall fault % of Rib Fabric. Where Yarn contamination is 39%, 

Oil/Black spot is 35%, Loop, Setup, Hole, Slub fault % are 5%, 6%, 13%, .5% respectively. In 

Rib fabric inspection its found that Yarn contamination is one of the major fault that frequiently 

found during inspection and Needle Line is least found fault during inspection.  

Causes of Needle line defect are:-  

1.Heavy running needle  

2. Defected needle latch  

3.Defected cylinder or dial  

4. Bent needle  

  

  

    

  

                              % 0 

% 39 

13 % 5 % 

35 % 

6 % % 0 2 % 

Rib Fabric 

Slub Yarn Con. Hole Loop Oil/Black Spot Set-Up Lyctra-Out Patta Needle Line 
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5 CONCLUSION  
  

  

In this inspection report I actually wanted to find out the fabric fault that usually affect the quality 

of fabric, their intensity and frequency of any fault. After this inspection, I have come out with 

several data that is—  

• Yarn Contamination is the most found fabric fault in all types of fabric inspection   

• After the Yarn Contra Oil/Black Spot is the second highest visible fault in the fabric 

inspection   

• All other defects Needle Line defect and Lycra-Out are the lowest found defect of this 

entire fabric inspection. Only 1 & 2 defects were found in all inspections.   
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